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Three readers pointed out that in this Letter we applied the threshold of 0.044 (the size at which freezing-induced embolisms are believed to become frequent at modest tensions) to the area of the conduit (in mm 2 ) rather than the diameter (in mm). As a consequence, our analysis assumed far too few extant taxa as having a large conduit diameter, which altered the quantitative results considerably for conduit diameter. We now show that (1) the state combination with the largest persistence time is 'large' conduit 'freezing unexposed'; (2) there are fewer transitions out of 'large' conduit 'freezing exposed' than we previously reported owing to many more extant taxa exhibiting this particular state combination; and (3) climate occupancy is more labile than conduit diameter (that is, the ratio of climate to trait is 5.67). Although these quantitative results change for conduit diameter, the interpretation of the possible pathways from 'large' conduit 'freezing unexposed' to 'small' conduit 'freezing exposed' is still qualitatively the same at the 0.044-mm-diameter threshold. That is, we still find the trait is more likely to evolve prior to a shift in climate occupancy (the trait-first interpretation) at 53.5%. The trait-first pathway, however, is no longer supported for the secondary 0.030-mm-diameter threshold reported on page 11 under ''Coordinated evolution of growth habit, leaf phenology, and conduit diameter with climate occupancy'' of the Supplementary Information of the original Letter.
The original Letter has not been corrected online. Figure 1 of this Corrigendum shows the corrected Fig. 2b and d Figure 1 | This is the corrected Fig. 2b and d of the original Letter.
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